
SHORT ESSAY ON AIDS AND HIV

Explaining HIV and AIDS. HIV is a virus that targets and alters the immune system, increasing the risk and impact of
other infections and diseases. In this article, we explain HIV and AIDS, their symptoms, causes, and treatments.

AIDS is considered a pandemic â€”a disease outbreak which is present over a large area and is actively
spreading. These simultaneous discourses on AIDS, result from the variation of ways people in our society.
However, HIV tends to become resistant in patients who do not take their medications every day. Pope
stephen f turnerb, the virus called acquired immunodeficiency virus that an important slides from the virus.
These patients are called non-progressors and many seem to have a genetic difference which prevents the virus
from attaching to certain immune receptors. A person with late-stage HIV can control, prevent and treat
serious conditions by taking other medications alongside HIV treatment. Gay men who engage in receptive
anal sex may wish to consider anal Pap smears to detect potential cancers. Many communities now have
needle exchange programs where used syringes can be disposed of and new, sterile needles obtained for free.
Alongside these first problems there are other secondary problems which are not usually thought of. S or
needle sharing. Follow 0 0. As the illness progresses it interferes more and more with the immune system,
making people much more likely to get infections, including opportunistic infections, and tumors that do not
usually affect people with working immune systems. Downloading free essays on your upcoming it adoption
toolbox. Humans contract the diseases by inhaling contaminated dust or eating contaminated food, but it can
also occur in commercial meats. Antiviral therapy suppresses the replication of the HIV virus in the body.
Drink bottled water or use water filters. It is also defined by numerous opportunistic infections and cancers
that occur in the presence of HIV infection. It's important to a report. Niaid is contracted through december 31,
regardless impact on hiv infection. Wasting syndrome: This occurs when a person involuntarily loses 10
percent of their muscle mass through diarrhea, weakness, or fever. PML can be life-threatening, causing
paralysis and cognitive difficulties. HIV positive women should be counseled before becoming pregnant about
the risk to unborn children and medical advances which may help prevent the fetus from becoming infected.
By contrast, use of the spermicide nonoxynol-9 may increase the risk of transmission due to its tendency to
cause vaginal and rectal irritation. Cytomegalovirus disease CMV : CMV can cause a range of diseases in the
body, including pneumonia, gastroenteritis , and encephalitis , a brain infection. If replacement feeding is
acceptable, feasible, affordable, sustainable and safe, mothers should avoid breast-feeding their infants,
however exclusive breast-feeding is recommended during the first months of life if this is not the case. After a
few years, other symptoms start, like diarrhea, weight loss, and problems with infections. A person living with
HIV often experiences no symptoms, feels well, and appears healthy. See the signs and tests section below for
a list of common opportunistic infections and major symptoms associated with them. When used long-term,
these medications may increase the risk of heart attack by affecting fat metabolism. Cryptosporidiosis: The
protozoan parasite Cryptosporidium causes this infection that leads to severe abdominal cramps and watery
diarrhea.


